
Name Address Comment Date submitted
Elaine Gallaher 15 Hall Green Close, Malvern 

WR14 3QY
This request for easements is typical of the egregious attempts to facilitate speculative building, and smacks of profiteering by landowners, developers and most 
disappointingly, the Malvern Hills Trust.   

1.  This is greenbelt land, and should not be used for houses without very particular reason.
2.  This easement is the thin end of a wedge that would result in multiple junctions along Guarlford Road, and would destroy iconic approach to Malvern from 
Guarlford, with its magnificent treescape.
3.  There is no additional requirement for housing beyond the sites already designated under the Development Plan.

MHT seem to ignore their status as custodians and simply regard the area they are supposed to protect and nurture purely as an opportunity to cash in on the 
exponential increase in values when agricultural land is used for housing.  It is a moral hazard to which the Trust seems at best oblivious, at worst cavalier.   

12/04/2021

I object very strongly to the proposed request for two easements to access land adjacent to Mill Lane, Malvern. I therefore request that the Trustees to not agree to 
the proposals. The easements requested are: 
1.	A main access road to a planned development
2.	A second access to serve as an emergency access to the same.

The basis of my objection is on the fact that “All decisions made by the Board are subject to the overriding requirement to act in the best interests of fulfilling the 
Trust’s charitable objectives.” (Malvern Hills Trust Overground Easements Guidelines, Adopted January 2020, as on MHT website, viewed on 3rd April 2020). These 
charitable objectives in turn are “THE PRESERVATION FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE PUBLIC ALL THE NATURAL ASPECTS AND FEATURES OF THE MALVERN HILLS AND THE 
PROVISION OF RECREATIONAL FACILITIES IN THE INTERESTS OF SOCIAL WELFARE FOR THE PUBLIC BENEFIT.” (Charity Commission website, viewed on 3rd April 2021)

Agreeing to the easements will be contrary to the Objective of the Trust as the documents submitted with this application show that granting the easements will have 
a VERY significant detrimental impact on the views from and environment of the hills in the area affected. The area that will be affected by this application is very 
conspicuous from the hills, as is clearly shown in photos 31 and 32 for example, in the “Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment” document submitted with this 
application. The areas concerned are enjoyed by residents and visitors routinely as they go about their normal lives day to day, for walking, cycling and exercise and 
this will be degraded if the easements go ahead. For local residents, evidence for the enjoyment of this is very clear, and has been even more marked in the last year 
while Covid restrictions have been in force. The additional traffic likely to arise from the intended development will further degrade the environment, natural flora and 
fauna on the Malvern Hills Trust land along the Guarlford Road. More traffic, lighting and other “street furniture” will inevitably spoil the views and appearance of the 
locations.  

While some people may suggest that the area of the easements themselves is relatively small and hence have minor impact, it is the consequential housing 
development so enabled, that will be extremely damaging. Furthermore, if these easements are granted, then further similar proposals for easements will almost 
inevitably follow, particularly those enabling housing developments along either or both sides of the length of the Guarlford Road. 

The approach to Malvern along Guarlford Road is graded EXCEPTIONAL in the Malvern Neighbour Hood Plan, (Visual Study Report, October 2018) and an area very 
close to the requested easements even features in the image on the front cover of the Malvern Town Neighbourhood Plan 2015 – 2030 (as on Malvern Hills Town 
Council, website on 3rd April 2021)
The approach to Malvern along Guarlford Road is graded EXCEPTIONAL in the Malvern Neighbour Hood Plan, (Visual Study Report, October 2018) and an area very 
close to the requested easements even features in the image on the front cover of the Malvern Town Neighbourhood Plan 2015 – 2030 (as on Malvern Hills Town 
Council, website on 3rd April 2021)
I also note that a request for an easement in the Chance Lane area was rejected only a year or so ago. The adverse effects on the views from the hills and to the hills, 
along with the degradation of common land and its associated flora and fauna were raised at the public meeting about that application and surely contributed to that 
application being refused. Granting the application currently under consideration would be illogical and inconsistent with that earlier decision that raised very similar 
concerns; the reputation of the Trust and the individuals involved in making the decision will be seriously damaged as a consequence. 

Alison Hodge 11 Monnow Close WR14 2XQ 12/04/2021
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I have further practical points – - only one main access road to any proposed housing development of this scale is totally insufficient for routine use. Moreover, it must 
be anticipated that a road closure may be necessary and may last for weeks or even months, for example for routine maintenance of the road itself, infrastructure in 
the area or for other reasons. The second low grade gravel track “emergency access” would be totally inadequate in such circumstances. Importantly, in the event of 
an emergency requiring quick and total evacuation of the properties, the single gravel track would inevitably cause huge delays and this could result in serious risks and 
even lives being lost. It is therefore highly likely that, even if not requested at this stage, enlargement and improvement would be required later. This in turn would 
require yet another additional easement to enable safer and easier routine and emergency access to the site. 

The easements are requested in order that additional housing can be developed on a greenfield site. The need for such housing is taken from the South Worcestershire 
Development Plan (2016). However, this plan is currently being reviewed. Importantly, it can be anticipated that the locations required for B7housing and employment 
are highly likely to have changed very markedly in the last year. The restrictions and pressures of Covid 19 are making many people review their home, work and 
education locations, with associated changes in travel and commuting routes. It cannot simply be assumed that further housing will be required in Malvern, and hence 
the proposed easements and proposed housing development could be completely unnecessary.

A substantial area is already being covered by a dense area of housing, on the former QinetiQ site. This used to include large areas of green space with many semi-
mature trees and other natural flora and fauna, even though the whole site was designated as a “brown field” site. Green space is repeatedly being lost from views 
from the Malvern Hills, by small and larger developments within the town and on the periphery. The request for these easements, will extend this loss of green space 
markedly on a very prominent edge of the town.
The easements requested are well in excess of the width limits set out in the guidelines on easements. “The width of any track should not normally be more than 2.75 
metres. …... (Malvern Hills Trust Overground Easements Guidelines Adopted January 2020, as on MHT website 3rd April 2021

No financial or other compensation can replace the vistas and other intangible assets provided by the Guarlford Road, for residents and visitors to the area. The 
Malvern Hills Trust has a duty to preserve these views and associated environments and is bound to do so for residents as contributors via the Council Tax levy. They 
should not be tempted by adding to their funds.  
I therefore reiterate my formal objection to these easements being granted. 

Esther Pooler 38 Hastings Rd, Malvern 
WR14 2XE

I feel that Malvern, as it is an area of outstanding natural beauty, needs to be protected from any development on green belt land. These easements have been 
established to achieve just that. Once buildings have been erected and new roads built the damage is nearly irreversible. Malvern is different to other towns and 
villages and because of this it is a tourist destination. If the building on land closer and closer to the hills is permitted the damage will be manifold: environmental and 
economical as well as aesthetically. Why would anyone want to visit an area of very ordinary housing clusters? Which is what I fear would be the main feature of 
Malvern, if buildings will be erected everywhere. The problem with the current plans is that they can be seen as the beginning of more and more building projects 
encroaching onto the Hills. 

In law there is such a thing as precedent, so if the planning permission for these properties is, granted on which grounds could the next application be rejected. The 
local community needs to be protected from an ever growing urbanisation, which eventually could turn Malvern into a drab suburb of Worcester with some 
inconveniently high contour lines not too good for building estates on. 

The conservators have been groundbreaking in their foresight. This should be something to be extremely proud of and not be squandered away for any reason.

12/04/2021

Graham Pooler 38 Hastings Rd, Malvern 
WR14 2XE

Quite simply green belt land should be sacrosanct and once built on it is very difficult to get it back as green belt land. These easements were set up with the purpose 
of protecting the green belt so not only should they not be opened up more now, but all future requests like this should be rejected outright.

There are other ways of addressing the apparent housing shortage. We could start by significantly increasing the taxes on second homes. Also, encouraging single 
people/couples living in larger properties to downsize, would help free up these properties for families to move in to. People who downsize are usually much happier, 
because of reduced maintenance etc. In addition many empty shops and offices could be converted into residential accomodation.

12/04/2021
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Ellen Bouverie-Brine 36 Hall Green, Malvern WR14 
3QX

The application for two easements off the Guarlford Road to enable residential development is unacceptable.  It is surprising that such an application is even discussed 
as it will not only affect, but also badly alter the look of the Guarlford Road, the most beautiful entry into Great Malvern

The planned development will adjoin the sewage works off Mill Lane and is likely to cause serious problems for sewage management.  It will also effect the already 
busy Guarlford Road and will very much affect the natural habitat of the fields in question where footpaths provide a magnificent outlook onto our pride, the Malvern 
Hills.

The common land will be affected by streetlights, roadsigns etc.  The Guarlford Road is a busy road with many motorists not adhering to the speed limits.  Accepting 
that there will be a minimum of two cars per household on the planned development, the additional traffic via Mill Lane, the planned development’s only 
entrance/exit, will undoubtedly lead to major, if no fatal, accidents.

And why does Malvern need more residential development?  Building is currently taking place at the Qinetiq site, near Brook Farm Road, off Mill Lane, North End Lane 
and at a number of other sites.

Please donNIT GRANT the easements and please allow the Guarlford Road to remain the so much loved and appreciated gateway to Malvern.

12/04/2021

Donna CHURCHFIELD 4 Hastings Road,  Malvern Proposed easements across common land off Guarlford Road adjacent to Mill Lane.

I strongly object to these easements being granted as it will potentially facilitate the building of another housing estate in close proximity to two recent developments 
and another ongoing along St Andrews Road. This is enough new houses for Barnards Green and Poolbrook!

Whilst i appreciate the Trust cannot take account of wider planning considerations or the impact of granting the easements on any land other than its own, the 
detrimental affect that this will have on the area will be catastrophic.

Mill Lane will be widened to facilitate increased traffic decimating longstanding hedgerows and wildlife havens.I am particularly concerned about road safety at the 
junction of Mill Lane with the Guarlford Road. It is a busy road and increased traffic will lead to hazards for pedestrians and animals.
This area is very popular with walkers and dog owners and would potentially inhibit the footpaths as did the Malvhina Court development when the footpath was 
closed for a significant time. 

The impact on the already stretched infrastructure will necessitate more GP surgeries and school places for children and students.

The approach into Malvern along the Guarlford Road is beautiful at any time of the year and an eyesore of yet another housing estate should not be facilitated.

The easements must not be granted.

12/04/2021
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Nicholas Dean 36, Campion Drive, Malvern 
WR14 3SP

I wish to object to this proposal and urge the Trust to refuse it for the following reasons.

     The Guarlford Road into Malvern is outstandingly attractive, one of the finest introductions into any town in the Midlands. The effect is caused by the way the 
traveler from Guarlford finds the view focused on the skyline of the Hills by the gradual narrowing of the Commons and, as they get closer, the rhythm of the avenue 
of trees, the prominence of the Common on both sides of the road and way that the houses are set far back from it.  The proposal would create an intrusive urban 
feature, a new tarmac road with kerbs, street lights and wide sightlines completely out of character with the whole of the mile long route into Malvern.	
      The proposal is wholly incompatible with the Trust's stated aim “To restore, conserve and increase appreciation of the landscape, wildlife and cultural heritage of 
the Hills and Commons, keeping them open and accessible to the public for peaceful recreation, relaxation and enjoyment.” 
      Laying a two lane access road over unspoiled common land does nothing to “Preserve the natural aspect” of the Malvern Hills approach or the Common itself, one 
of their key objectives. 
       Although the proposal would destroy only a small area of Common granting it would make a precedent which the Trust will be unable to refuse when any other 
accesses are requested on any part of the Trust's land. If you grant this, on one of the finest sections of roadside Common, you will have no  grounds whatsoever to 
refuse applications elsewhere. Granting this proposal will, slowly but ultimately lead to the suburbanization of what is currently  a rare and attractive route into 
Malvern and to the erosion of other Commons roadsides around it.
I urge you to refuse this application.
N Dean

12/04/2021

This proposal is not appropriate for Malvern and the increased traffic and housing is not wanted by the current residents, and who wants to live next to sewage works? 
(which DO smell especially in the summer sun)

With regards to nature:
  The site has been seen to have skylarks mating on the site this year and nesting previously, supported by the evidence put forth in the EIA establishing the site is 
‘arable land’ and further describes the seed on the site. This species is ‘red’ under the UK Birds of Conservation Concern 4: red list for birds. 

  The two badger setts on the southern border of the site will be impacted as a result of the development. Although badgers have been known to live in ‘urban - 
suburban - mosaic’ that is only when badgers have moved into that site, not when the current arable/natural site is then turned into suburban land. The protection of 
badgers act states it is an offence to ‘obstruct access to a set’ and/or to ‘disturb a sett when a badger is occupying it’. Carrying out any form of heavy machinery work 
within 30m of a sett breaks this law. Any light machinery work within 20m of a set breaks this law. Hand work 10m from a sett breaks this law. Badgers are also 
protected under the Wildlife and Countryside act of 1981, and to push any animal from its home, breaking the law or not, is cold and ruthless.

  Bats have been known to roost near the site, including rare species, and several use the ponds on the site as a source for insect prey. Rotting plant material and 
arable crops are also a huge food source for said insect prey, thus making the site important in providing a food source for various bat species and by taking this away 
would be indirectly harming them. 

  In regards to replanting hedgerow or grassland to compensate for loss, to the ecological team who wrote the EIA, they know as well as myself, you cannot simply 
replant habitats and assume they will have the same ecological value. In short, replanting more of a habitat you destroy will not compensate for its loss, and will take a 
long time to reach the value of the previous habitat. Hedgerows are also a massive aid in connectivity whatever their condition. So, when you disturb either badgers, 
build a housing estate and access roads, and that badger decides he doesn’t want to live there anymore because you’ve destroyed and ruined his home, how does he 
get out? Because you’ve also destroyed its pathways and connections off or away from the site, or at least most of them, and it cannot make a safe getaway. Just food 
for thought, as your "ecologists" don’t seem to have actually measured up the full impacts this will have on nature in the area.

 The Dasgupta review (2021) indicates there isn’t currently a sound value of wildlife. The cost of a housing development is not worth the lives of wildlife, or the 
fragmentation and reduction in habitat, as so clearly pointed out by Lawton et al., (2010) is of extremely high importance. 

    l  i   if   ll f i  i   il lif    i    l l   i     i   ill i    i     The Dasgupta review (2021) indicates there isn’t currently a sound value of wildlife. The cost of a housing development is not worth the lives of wildlife, or the 
fragmentation and reduction in habitat, as so clearly pointed out by Lawton et al., (2010) is of extremely high importance. 
  Need I also point out, if you destroy all of this habitat and wildlife I have discussed and what locals know is present on the site, you will receive uproar, and, in a town 

                       

Tabitha george 4 Hastings Road, Malvern, 
WR14 2SS

12/04/2021
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I strongly object to this development and so do many of my friends and relatives who live in Malvern.

If hundreds of houses were to be built along the Guarlford Road, whatever steps were taken to 'screen' the development from the road, it would still destroy the iconic 
entrance and gateway to Malvern.  This is very much a tourist route into Malvern and would adversely affect not only the beautiful entrance to Malvern and its 
residents, but the experience tourists have on entering this historic town.  I'm sure vested interested on the elected bodies of Malvern have taken this into 
consideration.

It is only logical to assume that, if this development passes, many more such developments would go ahead along the Guarlford Road.  This has nothing to do with 
providing housing for the local population, but far more to do with developers eager to exploit the views of the hills to sell their housing at a premium.

The view of Malvern from the hills would be adversely affected, as would the view of the hills from the Common.  Common land, which is for the enjoyment and 
recreation of  Malvern residents, would be adversely affected by noise-  traffic and otherwise - light pollution and signage.   Traffic along the Guarlford Road itself 
would increase substantially and this road is already somewhat of a hazard as people tend to speed along it. Traffic on other roads in the area would also increase 
causing noise, congestion and pollution of our lovely clear Malvern air.

The land concerned is not in the Neighbourhood plan and I notice from the documents that the opinions of those living next to the proposed development have not 
been sought.  Surely they should have some say in this huge development especially as it is not in the Neighbourhood plan.

I would be interested to hear if Malvern has the necessary infrastructure in terms of schools, doctors surgeries, dentists, and other vital services that family homes will 
need.  This is definitely something that needs to be addressed considering the amount of development going on in the villages and towns around Malvern, as well as in 
Malvern itself.  Presumably the sewage works which it is sited next to will be able to cope with this extra burden.

Covid restrictions are being used to avoid true public consultations on these developments, with interested parties believing they can get what they want through 
'under the radar'.  I would suggest that all such decisions should wait until all restrictions are lifted and Malvern residents can have their say in full at meetings and 
events where they can see the plan and discuss them in full.  Democracy is stifled at the moment.
Objection to the requested Easement off Guarlford Road
1.0	Initial Statement – introduction
When I first moved to Malvern in the early 60’s it was a lovely place to live for the following reasons;
•	There was no industry with the exception of local support industry
•	RRE was the main employer – employing a lot of intelligent , refined experts in their field
•	There was a very strong village type communal atmosphere about the whole town
•	The town formed part of the beautiful rural environment
•	There was little crime – not quite so good now.
Looking at the 1968 1” OS map it is rather shocking to see the amount of productive farm land that has been lost to housing.
2.0	Legislation Issues	
Despite objections during the consultation process in developing the SWDP and identify the site as a preferred option does not give developers the right to ride rough 
shod over Malvern residents environment.
The NPPF February 2019 quotes;
•	‘...recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside...’ – which such a development would not
•	‘...great weight should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape...’ – again this development would not
•	‘...planning permission should be refused for major developments other than exceptional circumstance...s’ – this is not an exceptional circumstance.
•	Though out the country there are large extents of land that would be suitable for housing and commercial development where remediation would be beneficial to the 
natural environment. The redevelopment  of the RRE site a case in point.
•	‘...new development is appropriate for its location...’ – this site is not
•	‘...decisions should be on whether proposed development is an acceptable use of the land..’ – which this development would not

Janet Thwaites 32 Bellars Lane 12/04/2021

12/04/202148, Bellars Lane, Malvern 
WR14 2DL

Peter Holden
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3.0Environmental Issues
There are a number of reference within the ecological impact assessment ‘..site are considered to be of ecological importance at the Local level...’ – further evidence 
that this 
‘... Increase in human activity..’ – is not conclusive within a rural environment. 
‘... use of vehicles..’ how does this meet with the government environmental guide line when the majority of the projected new resident will undoubtedly commute 
out of Malvern to work. Surely the government should be promoting housing developments in area of high employment.
 ‘... presence of domestic pets..’ – will impact on the biodiversity you are trying to protect
‘...increased artificial lighting..’ -  and subsequent additional light pollution effects the natural habitats and life cycle of the biodiversity that you claim to be protecting

‘... anthropogenic noise...’ – again this will effects the natural habitats, during the day as well as at night,  the life cycle of the biodiversity that you claim to be 
protecting.
4.0 Comments on the proposed master plan 

The master plan is only a proposal to help with attaining approval for the easement. You can be sure the plan will change once the easement has been granted.  
What is meant by the words ‘attractive development’? 

The site plan shows detached hoses with double garage, how different are these going to be compared to every other development of such around the country?
Water being discharged off site adds to flooding downstream.  It is a known fact and flooding is likely to increase with changing climate, the ice cap melts increasing 
the height of the sea level and subsequent loss of productive agricultural  land
The term ‘urban area 2 where small urban extensions would be appropriate’ yet the scheme talks of home looking onto green pockets. This represents a gross miss use 
and waste of good productive agricultural land.
‘Creation of a place that is accessible to everyone’ how do you do this?  Is the area intended to be a gated private neighbourhood?
How do the house and overall designs ‘reflect the local vernacular and built heritage’? 
There already is an appropriate  transition between the housing to the west of the proposed site and the countryside
5.0 Conclusion

The road from Guarlford is perhaps the best and most attractive road into Malvern and any further development will do nothing other than destroy  
The north American Indians – I have forgotten which particular tribe – have a saying ‘when the last fish is fished, the last buffalo is shot and the last tree is felled on 
then will man realise he cannot eat money’
And I think that we could amended this to the following ‘...‘when the last fish is fished, the last buffalo is shot and the last tree is felled and the last field is built on and 
only then will  man realise he cannot eat money or his home’
The Malvern Hills Trust - originally The Malvern Hills Conservators, as their role was to conserve and protect the Malvern Hills and the Commons around Malvern and 
so protecting Malvern as a cultural and beautiful place to live.  I therefore believe the Malvern Hills Trust should uphold and not flinch from their duty to protect 
Malvern as a environment and reject all such easement proposals as a matter of course. 

Surely this supposed pandemic should have taught mankind something and that is not to be so waste full by destroying our very venerable environment.
I want to live, and stay living, in Malvern as it is, a town of culture and refinement not a slum dormitory suburb of Birmingham.
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Paul Harris and Emma Davies 3 Giffard Drive, Welland, 
Malvern, WR13 6SE

We would like to register our objection to the proposed easements serving land adjacent to Mill Lane for the following reasons:

1.	The approach to Malvern along the Guarlford Road from Guarlford Village is probably the most picturesque routes into Malvern. There are many small easements 
to single dwellings along the road but these untarmaced and in keeping with the landscape. A direct access to a large scale housing development will need to be larger 
and more far more obtrusive to the commons then the easements that are already in place.

2.	The trust must consider the impact that increased traffic would have on the commons. Having an access road through the common would diminish the ability of 
people to fully appreciate and enjoy the common land as they would have to negotiate the access road.

3.	It is hard to think of a single conceivable way an access road through common land is any way going to help the Trust achieve their stated aim “To restore, conserve 
and increase appreciation of the landscape, wildlife and cultural heritage of the Hills and Commons, keeping them open and accessible to the public for peaceful 
recreation, relaxation and enjoyment.” One can appreciate the substantial financial gain that the Trust is likely to achieve if they grant this easement, the only 
fathomable argument in favour of granting the easement is that funds can be spent on other parts of the Hills or Commons within their control. For the Trust to rely on 
this argument is tantamount to saying that other parts of the Hills and Commons are more deserving of conservation than others.

4.	Laying a two lane access road over unspoilt common land does nothing to “Preserve the natural aspect” of the Malvern Hills approach or the common itself  which 
the Trust  make clear is one of their key objectives. Admittedly, the Trust has other key objectives which they specify, may at times conflict, in which case they will aim 
to find the most appropriate balance.  Even the most tenuous advocate of the building of an access road across the commons would struggle to argue that this would 
in any way strike a balance of preserving the hills and commons.

5.	Wood Street is an ancient right of way and Roman Trading Route and provides one of the best views of the Malvern Hills with a clear delineation of when 
development starts and ends in the Guarlford approach to Malvern. Any incursion of this by an easement granted by Malvern Hils Trust stands to substantially detract 
from the biodiversity in the immediate vicinity of the easement.

Notwithstanding the above, any public consultation in respect of the above should not be concluded until residents can attend a public meeting in person and properly 
partake in the consultation process.

11/04/2021

Matt Reysmith 15 Wykewane Malvern WR14 
2SU

Malvern strengths are built on its walks, nature and views. This development will increase traffic and ruin scenic walks around the sewage works. If I wanted to live in a 
dull town surrounded by new build estates I’d live in Bromsgrove. I don’t. If allowed this will just be a continued erosion of the area until the whole Guarlford straight is 
full of new developments.

11/04/2021

Ian and Ruth Jinks 25 Baldenhall Malvern WR14 
3RZ

We were surprised to see so much detail from the design team working for the developer of the site. This would appear to be more akin to a planning application, the 
responsibility of other authorities (although I am aware many of those on the MHT also have district and parish council responsibilities concerning planning) and not 
that assigned to the MHT. It would appear that the developer may be seeking informal Planning permission via another route since the land itself is not currently on 
the Council’s Neighbourhood Plan.
The easements themselves if granted would open the door to further development along the Guarlford  Road by way of precedent. This would undoubtedly change 
the natural aspect of the area, by changing views across open countryside, impacting on the appearance of the gateway to Malvern (a view the MHT are rightfully 
proud of displaying on their website) and disturbing the abundant wildlife in the area  concerned.
MHT have a duty to defend the natural aspect of Malvern against the developers who seek a premium in “carpet bombing” our natural surroundings with new 
developments.  It has become even more apparent during the pandemic just how important our natural surroundings and heritage is to our wellbeing.
I urge the MHT to reject the application which I am sure they would find hard to defend against a National Press and social media storm which could result from such a 
decision.
In any case, I would expect such an important decision to be postponed until an open public meeting could be held to ensure the views of all interested parties could 
be aired. 

11/04/2021
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Hannah Guarlford Court, Clevelode 
Lane, Guarlford. 

Malvern is one of the most beautiful places to live and visit in the country and the iconic gateway to the Malvern Hills via the Guarlford Road needs long term 
protection for this reason. From the top of the hills, the Guarlford Straight is highly distinguishable and a point of interest to residents and visitors alike. Development 
along this road may start a pattern of erosion, changing this significant landscape. The increased footfall along the common will be detrimental to rich and biodiverse 
habitats such as wildflowers, birds and pondlife. Please can we all work to enhance and protect, not destroy the natural environment that Malvern offers and all that 
the Trust stands for. The hills alone can not sustain interest and specialism if the land around it is considered less valuable, it is of equal value as the impact of changing 
one area affects all areas. For these reasons I object to the proposals. 

 

11/04/2021

Siani Morris Hilltop, 16, Ebrington Road, 
Malvern, WR14 4NL

I would hope that the Malvern Hills Trust would not grant access in this case, and similar cases, because it should be safeguarding for future generations the vistas, 
green spaces and countryside in and around Malvern. It would be nice if the local population could feel that the Trust could be trusted to act in this way, on their 
behalf, and for others who will live in Malvern in future. This particular proposed development is not even in the Neighbourhood Plan for future development.

11/04/2021

Graham Stokes 19 Chance Lane Dear Sir 

I would like to object to this application. The trust must act with consistency . It has several times refused easement across the iconic Guarlford straight entry to 
Malvern Hills for similar builds . Any change to the appearance of the Guarlford straight will detrimentally effect the beauty of the Malvern Hills area . In addition The 
Guarlford straight is already a busy road and increased traffic through this easement will cause serious risk to the public using this area. 

The Guarlford straight is a haven for wildlife and nature used by many local residents for recreation and outdoor  activities to ensure well being especially in the 
current Covid crisis. It must be protected for the benefits it gives to all Malvern residents . I urge the Trust to consider the long term beauty and spirit of the Malvern 
hills and protect this unique avenue of ours . 

11/04/2021

Alan Threadgold, Barbara 
Threadgold

39 Windrush Crescent, 
Malvern, WR142XG

Objects to the easement application for Land adjacent to Mill Lane the following reasons: it will enable development of prime green field agricultural land which is 
supposed to be protected; it will extend the urban boundary of Malvern; it will fundamentally change the scenic Guarlford Road approach into Malvern; the proposed 
access point on Mill Lane is inadequate for the size development proposed; a major development would have significant environment impact e.g. on wildlife.

11/04/2021

Mr David Bladon 110 Guarlford Road WR14 
3QT

I object to the following easements across common land because of the following:-

1. This will enable change of planning of what is now agricultural farm land into housing land.
2. The iconic view into Malvern from the southern aspect will be lost forever.
3. This development was not part of any Neighbourhood Plan I remember seeing.
4. This development with put further stress on the existing road usage and amenities which a purpose built village/town would not.
5. Little by little this is chipping away at all the beautiful aspects of Malvern.
6. Next you will be widening the road because the traffic can't cope.
7. Wholesale destruction of farmland is very short sighted considering the need for locally grown food in the future. There will be less reliance on transporting 
    of foods from around the globe because of air travel and shipping costs will have to rise as we move towards a zero carbon society. 

11/04/2021
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John Bradshaw Grange Farmhouse, 1 Penny 
Lane, Guarlford, WR13 6PG

I am most concerned that yet more unnecessary housing will further extend out into the countryside.   Barnards Green is already part of 'Greater Malvern' and, if this 
Easement is granted, the same will begin to happen to Guarlford.  
Such expansion would be irrevocable and only encourage yet further developments...

We are told by the Government that ever more housing is needed, but our local authorities are already dealing with this - and the land between Barnards Green and 
Guarlford is NOT in the Neighbourhood Plan.

However, the land owner(s), the developers and the builders will certainly benefit - at the expense of both the current local residents and the visitors to this currently 
open, green and beautiful area, with any such large development also being a large eye-sore seen from the Hills. 

So please do not be influenced by those who merely wish to profit from the inevitable consequences of any such Easement.

11/04/2021

Jeremy James Tudge 16 CROFT FARM DRIVE Malvern is an AONB and this is already being damaged by the excessive development extending the existing  boundaries of the built up area. The views from the Hills is 
very much effected by developments of this nature and I believe that the Conservators should not grant easements to allow further damage. They have already set a 
precedent for refusal when they turned down a similar application not long ago and to allow this easement would potentially allow a reapplication for that 
development.

10/04/2021

Michael Hughes 13 Rayner Drive, Malvern, 
Wr14 3fa

There are already huge developments in the local vicinity at the qinetiq site, site currently under development at mill lane and the estate we have bought on at 
malvhina court. Surely those housing estates supply enough housing to meet demand for the mid to long term.

This development is purely speculative and profit driven, exploiting the local green land for profit and greed instead of need. The reason we bought into the area and 
moved here is for the beautiful countryside and rural setting, to build all over it seems hugely wasteful.

10/04/2021

Joanne Wallis 10 Lower Wilton Road The increase in both human and motorised traffic in this area will be unsupportable. There are insufficient amenities within the area to support the increased 
requirement. Promises which are made at the time by developers in order to secure such permissions are never kept and Councils never enforce. It is the people who 
live in the area who are left to deal with the burden of increased traffic, pollution, noise, disruption and.the quality of their lives being eroded. The past year should 
provide enough of a living example as to why such green spaces, so close and easily accessible to the town are imperative.

10/04/2021

Luke Whittaker 40 Crown Lea Avenue, 
Malvern, WR14 2DP

I wish to express my objections to this proposed easement for the following reasons.

1.	This easement would undermine the incredible beauty and character of the entrance road which first introduces you to Malvern. I believe this will undermine both 
the area and Malvern itself in very practical terms by decreasing the appeal of the view, which currently gives such a favourable first impression of our town when 
approaching it for both visitors and residents. I have heard many people express admiration for it as you approach Malvern from Worcester and as you leave the town. 
I believe the impression this leaves is intractably linked to the appeal of Malvern and its character and reputation as a place of natural beauty. While I imagine 
commercial considerations can be argued in favour of this project, I stress that a long-term view should be taken to consider the impact this will have and how it will 
affect the reputation and appeal of Malvern. 

2.	For purely artistic reasons I feel it is inherently a mistake intrude on this area for any reason, maintaining it to the fullest extent possible as it stands for the 
enjoyment of Malvern residents and for future generations is its own reward aside from any other considerations.

3.	 That it would increase the strain of traffic on an already busy road to the detriment of current residents and commuters who use it.

4.	That many residents of Malvern near the proposed easement purchased their homes in good faith and may well have been influenced by the current layout of the 
area, therefore they would have reasonably expected that every attempt would be made to preserve it as it is currently. I believe their interests and the full impact it 
will have on their quality of life should be given appropriate consideration.

5.	Regardless of the merits of this easement the manor of this consultation undermines the right of residents and concerned parties to discuss it in an open manner, 
carrying out such a consultation without public in person meetings prevents frank and honest discussion of the matter. Also, presently meetings and door to door 
discussion of the matter is impossible, so it is highly likely that many interested residents who may have wanted to express their opinion are unable to do so. 
Additionally, it is likely that many fewer residents will be informed of the matter than would be the case any other year (given legal constraints preventing concerned 
parties visiting each other).

09/04/2021
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Rachel Coventry 18 Guarlford Road WR14 3QP I am appalled by the very idea that these two easements are being considered.  Guarlford Road is not only a stunningly beautiful Avenue which greets visitors on their 
way into our beautiful town, but a green and pleasant walk for all.  This has been highlighted in the present circumstances.  The opening up of these easements would 
make these walks less peaceful, and indeed hazardous.  Apart from this, the traffic which it would generate in and out would be highly dangerous as, in my experience, 
certain motorists use Guarlford straight as a racetrack and accelerate heading East at the very points of access.  There may be a speed limit but it is certainly not 
adhered to.  Needless to say, I am very much against this proposal.

09/04/2021

MRS ALISON MOON 17 Eston Avenue, Malvern, 
Worcs WR14 2SR

I believe that the easement should not be allowed because:
It will be another blot on the most iconic view to residents and visitors to Malvern
It will set a president for urban sprawl, on green land, from Barnards Green to Guarlford
It will increase the already heavy and speeding traffic on the dangerous Guarlford Road
It will discourage cyclists and walkers accessing local amenities because of noise, danger and traffic pollution
GP surgeries are already under pressure. How can they possibly provide services for the residents of hundreds of new houses currently under construction in this area.
The residents in this area have already suffered from 2 - 3 years of noise pollution due to residential development off Mill Lane. The noise from reversing lorries and 
heavy plant has greatly affected the quality of life for residents.

09/04/2021

Mrs Mary Curry 9 Guarlford Road, Malvern, 
WR14 3QW

Having become aware of the easement plans for common land off Guarlford Road for the development of new housing, we would like to submit our strong opposition 
to any plans for developing this area of common land around Guarlford Road which is already a busy thoroughfare for traffic coming in and out of Malvern town 
centre.  To increase the traffic load by building further easement roads and destroying open country for the purposes of access to new building sites is a short sighted 
approach to the long term preservation of this important area of common ground which ensures areas of ancient open countryside like this can continue to be used 
for the health and well-being of all forms of natural and wild life including our own.  We hope that the proposal is rejected for all these reasons and we can continue to 
enjoy the few remaining areas of open countryside adjacent to our own property.

08/04/2021

Belinda Nicholas Poppy Cottage, 38 Crown Lea 
Avenue, Malvern WR14 2DP

I strongly object to the granting of this easement. MHT state that they 'Protect and manage the iconic Malvern Hills and Common on behalf of the nation' How is 
granting this easement in order for a housing estate to be built, doing that? It is the selling off of Common land that each and every one of us that lives here pays for, 
without choice and without our consent. They should be protecting the Common land and not allowing the tarmacing of new roads across it which it will have to be in 
order to provide suitable access for a development. This is a very busy and fast road and access to a substantial number of houses, increasing the traffic massively, will 
cause accidents and increase pollution at a time when we must consider the environment. There is no need for the proposed development when 310 houses are being 
built just along the road on the old Qinetiq site. This developer has already been punished for breaking regulations time and again and this will subsequently happen 
here in what is a more environmentally sensitive area, with bats, badgers, hedgehogs and Great Crested Newts. The mitigation sited by the agent to move the 
protected species is not valid. The moving of such species does not work and they will be lost. As can be seen at the single new property currently being built on this 
road, access is constantly breached and a much larger area of the Common ends up being damaged. In short MHT must protect the Common land for everyone, the 
environment and the future and not allow this to be granted.

08/04/2021

MARIA WHITTAKER 40 CROWN LEA AVENUE, 
MALVERN WR14 2DP

Dear Sir or Madam
I feel strongly that we should preserve one of Malvern's greatest treasures. Our iconic approach to Malvern tells visitors and residents what Malvern is about. My main 
concerns about the easement are the impact it would have on wild life and local people's well-being. This is an area where people of all ages can enjoy a public green 
space. 
I am also worried about the traffic situation.There is so much pressure already on the Guarlford Road . Residential access already exists plus the traffic for the Chase 
School, Three Counties' events and shopping.  In the last few years there have been several serious accidents along the Guarlford Road, including a fatality at the 
entrance to Crown Lea Avenue.It would damage the environment and threaten the safety of pedestrians and drivers if the easement were permitted.
If the  easement is granted then an area of great beauty would be damaged forever.  I oppose the easement and ask that this is not granted.
Yours faithfully
Maria Whittaker

08/04/2021
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MICHAEL WHITTAKER 40 CROWN LEA AVENUE, 
MALVERN WR14 2DP

Dear Sir or Madam

I wish to oppose the easement application. The Guarlford Road entrance to Malvern is iconic and I feel that the common land should be protected. There is already 
substantial traffic on the road with the Chase School, Three Counties' Showground and residential and shopping access. Creating extra access via the easment would 
increase this and the accompanying pollution. 

Living on Crown Lea Avenue I can assure you that many vehicles cut through to access the retail park, etc.  Allowing the easement would only serve to worsen this. I 
have felt for some time that Crown Lea Avenue would be better protected from pollution if it was a one-way system. But, in any case I honestly feel that the beauty of 
Malvern and the enjoyment of common land would be spoiled if the easement were granted. 

Yours faithfully
Michael Whittaker

08/04/2021

Reba Minett 82 Worcester Road
I think it's absolutely awful that this kind of application is even being considered. 
Malvern is a TOWN, not a city, but with all the development that is going on, it doesn't seem like that will be the case for much longer. 
However, as Malvern stands at the moment, we do not have the infrastructure for all these new houses and new families that will be coming into the area. There are 
only 2 high schools and it's already incredibly difficult to get into the primary schools. 
The Guarlford Road is not equipped for so much traffic, especially taking into account the smaller hamlets that need to be passed through in order to access the 
motorway - Guarlford, Hanley Castle, and Upton (including Holly Green). 
I can't imagine that the sewage works that are located in this area of Malvern would be able to handle another 180 homes, taking into account the homes that are 
being built next to Qinetic. 
There may be surveys regarding the wildlife, but with the extra roads there will be more animals killed no to mention possible habitats being taken away. 
As of now I feel comfortable walking the streets after dark, however, with more people coming into the town, who knows what crime that will bring, making our town 
unsafe and having to fear going out at night. 
This application should not be allowed to pass, and it would be disappointing to think that the council had something to gain if it did. 

07/04/2021

Karen & Paul Herd 24 Baldenhall Malvern WR14 
3RZ

We urge MHT to reject this Easement Application for the following reasons:-
The application conflicts with MHT’s mission of “conserving the wildlife and cultural heritage of the Hills and Commons, keeping them open and accessible to the 
public”.
The application conflicts with MHT’s key objective (as mentioned in their Act) in “preserving the natural aspect” of the Commons.
The iconic approach to Malvern from Guarlford will be spoilt by these access roads and the ensuing housing development.
Is there even the need for this additional housing development? The UK population is now falling post-Brexit and the large developments at Qinetic and Newland are 
yet to be delivered. How will our infrastructure cope as it is, without even considering further mass development?
The public should be present and heard at such an important decision making meeting. This was the case with the recent Chance Lane Easement Application and MHT 
have a duty to show consistency. Thus, if not rejected, this application should be deferred until such time that a Public Meeting can be safely arranged.

07/04/2021

Sophie Cole 98 Brookfarm drive Malvern 
wr14 3sh

I walk around these field and applicate how lucky we are to have it on our doorstep. Don’t take that away! 06/04/2021

Sherley Williams 10 murren 
avenue,Malvern.wr14 3qb

I object to this easement,
Guarlford road, like all Malvern commons makes a positive contribution to the gateway of great Malvern.
Allowing yet more open areas of Malvern to be developed and common land turned into access roads is not in keeping with what the Trust is
Supposed to do or be....
So please say no..

06/04/2021
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Linda hodgkiss 70 guarlford road Malvern, 
wr14 3qt

Please register my objections to the proposed easements..
Guarlford, like all Malvern commons makes a positive contribution to the character of the area, this development would blight one of the main
Approach roads into Malvern, which would surely lead to more development along this lovely tree lined stretch of road.
This also is a very fast road & have seen numerous accidents, a development of this size would surely increase the volume of traffic which In 
Turn would be dangerous.
We always understood that the reason for the existence of the Malvern Hills Trust was to preserve the beautiful Malvern hills and the common land
In fact on the MHT website , they say they are there to protect the hills and common land on behalf of the nation!... so please do so...
Finally surely it is your duty to refuse this application to protect the Malvern hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

06/04/2021

Christine Fleetwood 6 Aston Drive, Malvern, 
Worcs WR143JT 

No no no!
This area has had more than its fair share of building work recently with the new development on Brook Farm Drive, Mill Lane and Quinetic. 
I enjoy watching the murmuration of birds every evening in this area. Please stop. The wildlife will suffer. We have only recently had the footpath open after nearly 
two years of closure due to building works at Brook Farm Drive. Where does this stand in the name of conservation Malvern Hills Trust? Shame on you!

06/04/2021

Rosemary Fisher 4 Bluebell Close
I wish to oppose the plan to provide access across Common Land in Guarlford Road for the convenience of a propsed new housing estate.

The "Guarlford Straight" forms part of a uniquely striking approach to Malvern. The former "Malvern Hills Conservators" undertook the preservation of areas such as 
this for the benefit of posterity, but the new body seems under pressure to consider the requirements of developers. If just one new access is allowed, this will set a 
precedent for others, and the wonderful heritage of the people of Malvern will be spoiled forever.

The speed limits are currently ignored on a regular basis. Moving the restriction signs further down the road will not affect the attitude of motorists who delight in 
accelerating along a clear straight stretch of road. Pedestrians are already wary of crossing the Guarlford Road (with good reason!), and an increase in housing will only 
add to the risk, especially if children are trying to walk or cycle to school. 

These are just two important considerations. Please reflect on the long-term impact this course of action would have on this very special area.

06/04/2021
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Proposed easements across common land to the side of Guarlford Road adjacent to Mill Lane.  

Over recent years this has become all too familiar in the Garlford Road/Chance Lane area. From my perspective the planning applications for this area by developers 
are just links in a chain that set a precedent for other the fields in the immediate vicinity which, taken to it's logical conclusion, will eventually make Guarlford just 
another suburb of Malvern and the approach into Malvern from Upton-upon-Severn will be through a phalanx of houses with the wider view of the hills spoilt or 
obscured. The view from the top of The Beacon is also going to be spoilt by the continued scarring of the landscape by these housing estates; soon there won't be any 
view to be appreciated from the top.  

If board members would like to take the time to take a circular walk along the footpaths across the fields around the water reclamation works from the Green Dragon 
to the bottom of Mill Lane they will see that by granting these easements they will allow access to all the fields surrounding the Severn Trent works which can then 
simply be linked up to the new estates being built in Poolbrook by using Mill Lane. I'm pretty sure that the opportunity to build on these other fields has not escaped 
the notice of the developers and would create one enormous housing complex. If these easements are granted it would be simple for the hedge along one side of Mill 
Lane to be removed, the lane widened and joined to the new estate on the other side of Mill Lane. I'm assuming, rightly or wrongly, that that hedge will be part of the 
proposed land under development and belong to the developers. It also appears that some preparatory work has already started inside the field with markings along 
Mill Lane and a trench dug across the lane and joined to the new estate on the other side. Are we to assume that the decision has already been made in favour of the 
developers?   

And another thing: what is this latest pre-occupation with designating a road as 'emergency access'? Call it what it is, a normal road, don't try and pull the wool over 
our eyes by calling it anything else. If it is to be a true 'emergency access' road is the proposal for it be gated with only the emergency services having a key to open it 
in an emergency. 

I accept that all these new developments mean more council tax income for the local council and extra precept income for the Trust(Conservators) but can you not put 
all this aside and think of how you are being perceived by those local residents who live here, and have done for a very long time, because of the beauty and the peace 
of the accessible countryside that living in Malvern allows. Does 'Green Belt Land' not mean anything anymore or is it just designated as such until such a time as the 
local council deem it appropriate to conveniently override the meaning?      

I'm sure that board members are well aware that once the fields/greenbelt land is covered in concrete and tarmac, it is gone forever and a consequence of all this 
                            I'm sure that board members are well aware that once the fields/greenbelt land is covered in concrete and tarmac, it is gone forever and a consequence of all this 

construction is that the water that falls onto said concrete and tarmac is transported rapidly into the streams and thence into the rivers instead of slowly seeping into 
and through the soil. This causes a subsequent rapid rise in river levels which the system is unable to manage successfully and flooding occurs. 

It would have been far more democratic if a meeting could have been arranged so that all views could have been put to the board and the views of board members 
heard but in these restricted times it isn't possible. The ideal way to progress this would be to defer any decision until it is deemed safe to hold a public meeting where 
all parties could air their views and all the facts become available, only then could a decision be made and a vote taken by the board, in full view of the public who will 
be adversely affected if the proposed easements are granted, so they can be held to account.

I object to any easements being granted across common land.   

Brian Reed 10 Baldenhall, Malvern, 
WR143RZ

06/04/2021
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Raymond Charles JONES 8 Bamford Close Guarlford 
WR13 6PF

Please register my objections to the proposed easements for the following reasons.
1. A new larger T junction on the Guarlford Road at Mill lane should be refused on safety grounds. This is a dangerous road as evidenced by the high number of 
personal injury accidents in recent years. Difficulties often arise now with large commercial vehicles entering/exiting Mill Lane and this can only increase and cause 
further traffic hold-ups. Speed limits are often exceeded by motorists on this straight stretch of road. I would question some of the figures provided in the traffic 
survey particularly the suggestion of a decrease in traffic use in the past 6 years.
Moving the 30mph speed restriction sign will have no effect whatsoever. Both proposed easements would have a detrimental effect on traffic on this highway.
2. This is the most visually pleasing approach to the town of Malvern which will be adversely affected by this development.
3.The proposed easement for an emergency access would be considerably larger than any existing easements over the common and result in unnecessary damage 
both to the common and to the surrounding trees. Described as an emergency only access, this seems to me to be an underhand way to establish another access 
across the common for general use in the future. I do not believe that the easement, as proposed, would be adequate to support many heavy emergency vehicles.
4.It would seem to me that the Trust are anxious to "push through" these proposals at a time when it is not possible to have them considered at a general public 
meeting because of the current government restrictions. Some transparency would, perhaps, improve the situation.
5. i was under the impression that the Malvern Hills Trust (previously conservators) was set-up to preserve this "green and pleasant land" for the benefit of all people, 
and not to generate income by selling off the assets which it controls.   

06/04/2021

Patrick Jones 71 Bellars Lane, Malvern, 
WR14 2DJ

We do not support this application on the following basis:

1. There are already significant developments in progress within close proximity - the Malvern Rise development on brownfield land and Malvhina Court on adjacent 
greenfield agricultural land. (Notably, MHT had a recent application rejected on the direct opposite side of the Guarlford straight). Adding another development of 180 
homes will create significant pressure on the local infrastructure, particularly road access. 

2. It is clear that pockets of agricultural land are being systematically “filled in” with homogeneous housing developments which do not form part of a master plan and 
therefore do not address the balance of existing housing, other new developments and infrastructure capabilities.

The UK Government informs us of the need for additional housing across the country. Does this extra development contribute to solving this need or is it the more 
likely option of one-off commercial opportunism? 

The committee should consider all of the other submitted comments, which highlight many other reasons why this application should be rejected as inappropriate.

05/04/2021
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Ruth Hallam 35 Bellars Lane I am writing to you to express my concern over the proposed easement application and consequential new housing development adjacent to Guarlford Road. Whilst I 
start this by saying that I recognise the need for new housing to be built, the damage already caused in this particular area by new developments is extensive. In the 
past few years we have lost precious land on the western side of Mill Lane as well as the woodland at the far end of Mill Lane. This has caused significant loss of 
wildlife, has caused endless noise, long-term interruption of walking routes, and increased traffic. Those wishing to develop more and more land in this area seem to 
be forgetting that there is an existing community; a community who live here because of the very thing they are planning to flatten. We live in, contribute to, and care 
greatly about our semi-rural, wildlife-filled area. If these fields are developed, it only leads on to the next field, and the next and the next and the next. It's easy to see a 
near future where it won’t be possible to walk out into the countryside from the existing neighbourhoods. Building ever more houses on this precious land only serves 
to make it more difficult for those of us who already live here to enjoy the area.
The human cost is one thing, but I know you’ll accuse me of NIMBY-ism. So if not for the human cost, please take a moment to consider all the wildlife decimation and 
increased pollution that will be caused by flattening this huge area and building more and more homes, with more and more cars. The fields in question are home to 
foxes, badgers, hares, rabbits, birds of prey, mice, insects, songbirds, muncjack deer and probably many other species I can’t think of of the top of my head. So much 
wildlife has been turfed off the land already developed. Many people have started to notice more wildlife on and around the main Guarlford Road. We are literally 
forcing them into harms way. No-one can possibly argue that the proposed new development won’t have a significant impact on the local wildlife population. Where 
do you propose all the wildlife goes when you flatten the next fields? And the next and the next?? What gives the developers the right to turf the wildlife out of its 
natural habitat in order to built houses for humans (and dare I say to line their own pockets with more and more money)? Has anyone bothered to look at the impact 
it could have on the remaining local wildlife? The significant increase in traffic and the increase in noise and air pollution that go hand-in-hand with that. I have seen 
the plans and I know there are proposals to save the odd pond and trees within the new development. But that can’t possibly mitigate the wider-scale decimation of 
the local wildlife population. I understand that houses need to be built, all I’m asking is that land so so close to other recently developed sites isn’t the prime target. 
This area, and the people and wildlife who call it home, have been subjected to more than our fair share of building and development work. Please do not allow any 
further destruction of our beautiful area.

05/04/2021

Michael Hayes 2 Hall Green Close  Malvern 
WR14 3QY

I write this in the hope that the Trust now takes notice of comments from this post code.  This latest request for these easements is made by  
 now wishes to enlarge this village even further whilst at the same 

time further destroying the beautiful entrance into Malvern.  seems to be more interested in making further substantial amounts of money to maintain a wealthy 
lifestyle rather than use the land for helping feed this nation which does not produce enough food to fedd London yet alone feed the UK.  This comes at a time when 
cutting our ties with the vast growing areas of Europe and we now need much more land in the UK for growing food.  The extra traffic which will generated for this 
road will make it the Guarlford road much busier with the increasing  number of junctions on it ..The junction for emergencies is a farce as you know as well as I that it 
will not work as you or anyone else will be able to control it.  The last time a similar easement was wanted across the Jack Pitt Lane I was told  by the CEO of the 
"Trust" that rising bollards would have to be installed.  This would not work as small vehicles and cycles will still use it  bringing young and unskilled road users onto a 
very busy and with a 60mph speed limit onto the road. 

I urge you yo reject this easement.

05/04/2021
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James Sommerville Denefield House Rectory Lane 
Madresfield Malvern WR 13 
5AB

I would ask the Malvern Hills Trust to reject this application.  

This application is on all fours with the application made in 2019 for an easement over MHT land on the opposite side of Guarlford Road to enable vehicular access to 
Rose Barn, and should be dismissed for the same reasons.  

There will undoubtedly be an adverse effect on the natural aspect of the Malvern Hills as a whole and the Malvern Commons owned by MHT if the application is 
granted.  The granting of the application will facilitate the case for the grant of planning permission for residential development envisaged by the applicant. 

There will be an inevitable increase in traffic, traffic congestion, traffic incidents (e.g speeding) traffic accidents and air pollution as a result of the development of this 
land following the grant of planning permisson. The charm of the approach to Great Malvern and the Malvern Hills up the Guarlford Road together with the Commons 
on each side of the Guarlford Road itself would be lost to a significant degree.  

The primary purpose and function of MHT is to conserve the land entrusted to its stewardship.  This includes not only the iconic Malvern Hills themselves but also the 
Commons including those fronting Guarlford Road. The granting of this application would in my opinion amount to a serious derogation by MHT from these founding 
principles.  The anticipated receipt of a substantial sum of money by MHT from the applicant or their client developers should not deflect MHT from what it exists to 
do namely to look after ("conserve") the Hills. 

05/04/2021

Revd Canon Eric G. Knowles 45 Wykewane, Malvern, 
Worcestershire WR14 2XD

There are 5 Key Objectives for the Trust on the Website page about the Malvern Hills Trust.  Granting this Application would contravene 4 of them.  That could make 
the Trust vulnerable to a legal challenge which would involve a lot of unnecessary time, money and effort.
If the Trust were to grant this Application it would create a precedent that would make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to refuse other similar Applications 
elsewhere on land it manages for "wildlife, the commoners, the local community and the hundreds of thousands of people who visit the Hills each year". Again 
contravening at least four of the Trust's Key Objectives.
Granting such an Application is completely contrary to the Trust's publicly declared Mission: "To restore, conserve and increase appreciation of the landscape, wildlife 
and cultural heritage of the Hills and Commons, keeping them open and accessible to the public for peaceful recreation, relaxation and enjoyment."
It might be argued that granting such Applications would raise money for the Trust that could be spent on other projects that would enable the Trust to carry out other 
work.  This is not an argument that would withstand legal challenge in a Court of Law.
The Trust should set aside any consequences such as Housing Development when considering such an Application.  It must only consider it's own declared objectives.  
It is duty bound to listen to the wishes of the people who have elected some of the members of the Board and those who support it financially by payment of a 
precept via their Council Tax.

03/04/2021
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I am disappointed and truly saddened that there is another plan for extensive development along the Guarlford Road and strongly object to the granting of the 
easements that would enable this.

1.As a compulsory precept payer to Malvern Hills Trust i expect the MHT to conserve the Commons,not sell off pieces as and when it suits them.
  (I am aware there is huge financial gain in granting these easements)

2.If these easements and subsequent housing development went ahead a precedent would be set for further extensive development on both sides of the 
   Guarlford Road.

3.The importance of green spaces has been highlighted during the Covid lockdowns-and has been paramount for peoples physical and mental health.
  Granting these easements would place these spaces at risk.
   Covid remains with us and will do for probably considerable time in the future.It is essential that the Commons  and green spaces are protected for the 
    public's use for this reason.
  

4.The granting of these easements and subsequent housing development  would be irreversible.

5.I do not understand why Mill Lane was deemed as an unsuitable access for the Malvhina Housing Development but now it is satisfactory to change it into a 
    road with marked destructive changes to the countryside.

6.I feel the reputational damage to the MHT would be vast if the easements were to be granted.

7.GP Surgeries in Malvern are already overloaded  and under increasing pressure with the area's current population. Developments would increase this pressure and 
affect the quality of  health care for Malvern.

8.Primary and Secondary Schools will not have capacity.

                       7.GP Surgeries in Malvern are already overloaded  and under increasing pressure with the area's current population. Developments would increase this pressure and 
affect the quality of  health care for Malvern.
8.Primary and Secondary Schools will not have capacity.
The issues raised are extremely similar to the highly controversial application for easements from Chance Lane in 2019 which was rejected by the MHT. I hope that this 
application is refused for the same reasons.

Stella Hewett Teannta 24a Guarlford rd 
Malvern Worcestershire 
WR143QP

I strongly object to the Trust selling off strips of land to allow  easements along the Guarlford rd.  The whole road is a beautiful arrival point for the town and it's the 
Trust's responsibility to protect the land in its natural state not sell it off for money.  As residents we rely on the Trust to protect the hills commons, verges and 
beautiful open spaces of Malvern on our behalf.  It's in the name"Trust" sadly it is not reflected in the deed.

02/04/2021

Andrew Smith 16 Whitborn Close We strongly object to this proposal for this easement off a very busy main road. The proposed development will destroy a significant area of land which is home to 
Redwings as well as roosting Corvids. We have seen Grass Snake on Mill Lane. The south of the site is used by a lot of birds and other wildlife.  
This application is purely speculative in nature and must be refused.

02/04/2021

Jess Hassell 30, Baldenhall Hall Green, 
Malvern. WR14 3RZ

I object to this easement which will come at a huge price to the environment and in turn a huge price to those living in the surrounding areas. The views are 
outstanding and the surrounding areas very popular with walkers and runners. The easement would ruin the peaceful environment we live in.

02/04/2021

02/04/202148 Hall Green, Malvern, 
Worcs, WR4 3QX

Linda Smith
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Roger Sutton [on behalf of High 
Street Malvern]

2 St James's Road Malvern 
Worcs

I would like to record the following comments:

1 there appears to be a lack of a business case for this proposal. The Conservators are not apparently short of funds - in fact the pandemic seems to have served them 
well
2 Do the members of the Board who are also District Councillors not have a conflict of interest in promoting policies that they know will benefit the Council
3 Most Conservator land is inalienable and cannot be sold
4 it would appear that there is arguably a better access off Poolbrook Road

02/04/2021

Jacqueline Bliss 5 Blackmore Road Malvern 
WR14 1QX

As a Malvern Hills Resident and Precept payer I oppose the application to grant the easements to serve a parcel of land adjacent to Mill Lane. 

I have copied this statement from The Malvern Hills Trust Website

"We are the Malvern Hills Trust. We protect and manage the iconic Malvern Hills and Commons on behalf of the nation. Our work keeps this diverse landscape open to 
all and maintains its rich cultural and natural heritage."

The Development Company's primary objective is profit, yours is the protection of the areas you manage.

Agreeing to this application would have an obvious adverse impact on the Malvern Hills and Commons, both physically and visually, it could create a precedent and 
would risk the reputation of The Trust as an Environmental Organisation.

I walk The Malvern Hills daily and the impact of recent developments is stark . The Council, which is financially invested in the process makes few demands in terms of 
sustainability, decent sizes of gardens and green spaces when agreeing developments.

You are a charity and non political, Nature has no voice and relies upon Organisations like you to speak on its behalf.

01/04/2021

Phil Addyman Elmstead, Wedderburn Road, 
WR14 2DF

I do not believe that Malvern needs this development at all. The population has reduced and looks likely to continue to. There are already a substantial number of 
houses being built to the west of Mill Lane. This development will be an eyesore on a beautiful part of the area enjoyed by many. I also feel that nobody should live 
this close to the sewage farm with its sometimes noxious odours. 

01/04/2021

Joan Muriel white 3, Guarlford road Malvern It rather appears, looking at the plan, as though the number of houses has already been decided. Do we need all these extra houses? It seems as though all of Malvern 
is heading  to be one big building site!

We were under the impression that the 'Trust' (as it now likes now to call itself), is there to protect the Malvern Hills and environment, so where is our protection 
now? 

If the Trust cannot protect this fine approach to Malvern, what then is the purpose, or the value, of  the Trust, indeed, with its raised contributions?

The Guarlford Road will become a major highway. It is already quite busy and can only get worse: we will end up with traffic lights, crossings and goodness knows what 
else, with Malvern to be seen as "fair game" for development and money-making.  

31/03/2021

Hazel Simpson Flat 7 Storer Court 3 
Geraldine Road Malvern 
WR14 3NT

I fully support these proposals.  31/03/2021
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I trust that prior to voting, Conservators will each make a site visit to ensure they are familiar with the area relating to the proposed easements. 

The road from The Rhydd at the riverside to Barnards Green is flanked by common, the remains of old grassland rich in wildflower species and passes through 
Guarlford village. This land, under the jurisdiction of the Conservators, runs into Poolbrook and Peachfield Commons. It is an especially attractive approach to Malvern 
with hills in the background and agricultural land to either side. The common, widening in part towards Malvern, has numerous mature trees, bodies of water and a 
section is managed as a hay crop (at or near the proposed emergency access) as is Poolbrook Common. Farm land, with rights of way lying between Guarlford Road 
and the village of Hanley Swan, borders Wood Street, a green lane, part of an old drovers track which ran from the river at The Rhydd to the Malvern Hills and thought 
to date back to Anglo Saxon times, is also under the care of the Conservators. The land is undulating with magnificent views of Malvern, the hills and surrounding 
countryside from Ox Hill/Wood Street. 

These strips of common land are not large and do not compare in size with the acreage of Malvern Hills and for this very reason great care should be taken to conserve 
that which remains. There are 11 listed properties on Guarlford Road, 12 including St Mary Guarlford in the village, and others retaining their grazing rights. Whilst our 
donkeys and geese would not fare well near this busy road in modern times nor do we need the rights of estovers the common continues in importance for today's 
precept payers for different reasons and even more so after our experience of 'lockdowns' over the last year. This is already a built up area and the common with 
circular walks around to Jackpits Lane (another ancient track) or up to Wood Street is used daily by many residents. Others may just walk the common but the 
enjoyment is not crossing the 'easement' at Bluebell Close nor Eston Avenue but when we can leave the more built up area behind and reach common land with trees 
and views of open fields. 

Alternative land which may be bought with 'ransom money' for the 'sale' would doubtless be of little advantage to local precept payers who presently walk, within 
minutes, from their homes to relatively open country. Perhaps it should also be considered that residents and visitors who, although may not leave their cars and walk 
the common, nonetheless enjoy the view and approach as it is now. There is no visual pleasure to be gained from yet another access road with attendant signage.       
  
The local neighbourhood plan has described Guarlford Road's approach to Malvern as exceptional, therefore hopefully giving extra consideration to the area regarding 
any planning matters. It is valued by all who wish to conserve the open aspect of the town. 

This is the second application for easements of this size concerning this semi-rural area around Guarlford Road in the past few years. The previous application for 
easements off Jackpits Lane and Chance Lane, opposite a listed cottage, is fresh in the minds of local people. Both requesting wide two lane tarmac access roads with 
additional emergency access. The present application proposes another busy access within feet of a listed cottage. In view of the similarity it would be reasonable to 
expect the latest application to be refused. The Conservators are a recognised public body therefore precept payers will expect consistency.  

Jonathan Lidington Flat 3, Hatley Court, 81 Albert 
Rd South, Malvern WR14 3DX

I am very concerned about this proposed development on a number of scores.
1. The spoiling of the splendid view of  The Severn Vale from the Hills which I would hope that it would be a priority for the Trust to conserve.
2. The proposed site is on  low lying land so not only is there a flooding risk but the damp land habitat is a valuable resource for the area.
3. Furthermore I would certainly be concerned that if this development went ahead that it could set a precedent for other developers in the area.
4. Lastly, I would like to think that the profit motive  is not a priority for a conservation body.

31/03/2021

Jennie Baker Hop Cottage, Guarlford Road 31/03/2021
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Thanks are due to the Malvern Hills Trust (MHT) for making available the details of the proposed housing development. I was unaware that there is an unfulfilled 
demand for houses to be built on farmland and in such close proximity to the Malvern sewage treatment works.

I ask that the two new easements are not granted:-

MHT has an obligation to protect the Hills and the Commons and also has obligations to captive precept payers, the residents of Malvern and those many visitors who 
greatly appreciate the views around and from the Guarlford Road.

It is naive and disingenuous to ignore the possibility that in granting these easements MHT will open the flood gates for opportunist developers to submit applications 
for additional points of access onto and across the commons on both sides of the Guarlford Road and further on to Guarlford Village.

The Mill Lane is a private road serving the sewage treatment works and allows large tanker vehicles unimpeded and safe access onto the busy Guarlford Road. 
According to the submitted plans if easement is granted it is proposed that the Mill Lane will join a newly created junction which in turn will then join the Guarlford 
Road. Lengthy and large articulated Severn Trent tankers, which are needed regularly for desludging operations at the stw, will have to manoeuvre to cross over onto 
the wrong side of the new proposed estate road in order to exit the Mill Lane and then proceed to join the Guarlford Road. With regard to pedestrians and vehicle 
users alike what is gained by this proposed and complex road layout which appears to have little regard for safety?

MHT will not be thanked for any further opening up of access onto the Guarlford Road. As was the case for the Chance Lane development the Trust risks reputational 
damage in granting any further easements. The prospect of a series of housing developments springing up alongside the Guarlford Road will result in conspicuous 
eyesores when viewed from the Hills and will be to the detriment of the town and its environs.

 Few towns elsewhere benefit from such an iconic approach as that afforded by the Guarlford Road. Please do not allow the proposed easements to detract from its 
considerable status and value.

This matter should be deferred until there is a Covid free opportunity for an open and transparent public meeting as was the case when the Chance Lane easement 
application was considered and rightly turned down.

30/03/20211 Crown Lea Avenue, 
Barnards Green, Malvern 
WR14 2DR

ROGER MILLS
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Rosemary McCulloch 24 Chance Lane, Malvern 
WR14 3QZ

Building on green fields such as these on the rural border of Malvern is not a good idea, with global warming in mind, as well as the irrevocable damage that would be 
caused to this beautiful environment. With particular reference to the common around the two proposed easements, Highways might also request wider tarmac 
splays at the Mill Lane junction, not just increased visibility above the grass as suggested in the application. Nevertheless, just as it stands, two lanes of a road with 
associated pavements, plus a highly visible ‘emergency’ access further down the Guarlford Road, would certainly change the nature of the common. 

The MHT always maintains that the Trustees mustn’t consider planning implications, but that is a weak premise here, as the only reason for this particular easement 
application is to facilitate a large housing development, so it’s obvious that Trustees are therefore totally involved in a planning application.

I am particularly concerned about road safety at the junction of Mill Lane with the Guarlford Road.  The occupants of number 56 and Bluebell Hall would be put into a 
precarious position with a new road and increased traffic, as would pedestrians leaving the proposed estate.

So, I read with interest, in the Access Appraisal by Hub Transport Planning, that pedestrians would be helped by a ‘link’ (3.9). However, it turns out that this ‘link’ is 
merely a new dropped pavement (4.3) (on the common), so that pedestrians could cross the road close to the junction with Hall Green - to get to the narrow footpath 
opposite! Can you imagine trying to cross the road here with children, prams and pushchairs? Also, the common can get very muddy, so people couldn’t always be 
sure of walking to school or the shops along the common on either side, and the footpath opposite is indeed narrow and runs very close to the traffic. I wonder also if 
the applicants, as is  suggested, have ever tried cycling along this road when it’s busy? All so dangerous.

I hope that the Trustees will not shirk their responsibility to avoid creating a new hazard. I assume that the usual group site visit is not possible, nor the public meeting 
that should really be held about such an important easement application, with all its implications. So it would be good to be reassured that every Trustee will visit the 
area, to consider what might be lost if this easement is allowed. Trustees should also take the opportunity to stand at the present junction of Mill Lane and the 
Guarlford Road to imagine what it could be like on a normal school morning - with hundreds of cars and pedestrians leaving the proposed estate through the one ‘in 
and out’ access, in the face of continuous traffic coming from Hall Green and along the Guarlford Road. Then please reject this unnecessary easement application.

29/03/2021

Anthony Weaver 27 Baldenhall, Malvern, 
Worcestershire WR14 3RZ

Many thanks for your invitation to submit comments on the two easements to serve land to the east of Mill Lane, Malvern. I recognize that this is going to be a 
controversial decision for the Malvern Hills Trust (MHT) as this decision will facilitate the building of 180 dwellings on green land. This development will come at a price 
to the environment and will result in an irreversible loss of open countryside which would be unpopular. As a consequence, I am not seeing how the granting of these 
two easements will contribute positively to the successful achievement of the MHT mission and key objectives. 

The two easements are necessary for the housing development and consequently they could be very valuable indeed. However, there are wildlife and human costs to 
be considered. The permanent loss of green fields, the destruction of natural habitats, increased pollution levels and the impact on local wildlife, the beautiful views 
and leisure facilities for walkers should not be underestimated.  These costs could far outweigh the value from the easements which could then be difficult to justify. 

In my view, we need to preserve this area of natural beauty for future generations. Once lost, it has gone forever so it is a very important decision for the MHT. I am 
therefore against the granting of the two easements proposed.   

29/03/2021

Tony Whalley 2 Charlock Rd It is with much sadness that we see yet another application for extensive housing development along the Guarlford Road.
I would urge MHT to reject the easement application for the Mill Lane development.
The Guarlford Road has long bee recognised as, "One of the most iconic views of the Malvern hills and one of the most scenic approaches to Malvern." To add what 
would be in excess of 300 extra cars each day to this already busy, fast road would be to invite an increase in accidents.
The proposed site has other issues which would suggest it was an unsuitable area for housing development. The site plan shows the southern edge hard against the 
sewage works. This flies in the face of the code of practice, ' Cordon sanitaire'.
Please do not allow another part of the Malvern beauty and quietness of community to be destroyed.
Tony Whalley

29/03/2021
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Mr Simon Winslade 5 Winsgrave, Leigh, 
Worcester WR6 5JU

I oppose the easement application on land adjacent to Mill Lane for the following reasons:

• as someone who is in the process of purchasing a property currently being built in the adjacent Charlock Road development, I appreciate the need for more housing 
in Malvern. However, several large developments have already been agreed and are now in construction, not least the nearby St Andrews site and the Lower Howsell 
Road site. With other sites such as Charlock Road and Townsend Road, or recently completed such as Malvhina Court, there needs to be a question mark as to whether 
Malvern really needs much more housing development right now and whether it can sustain the inevitable drain on services and existing infrastructure;
• given the UK government's recent pronouncements committing into law net zero emissions by 2050, authorities and utilities companies will need to adapt various 
services and existing infrastructure to adhere to this ambitious target. One such service and existing infrastructure that will need to be adapted is sewage treatment 
works which currently emit significant amounts of methane into the atmosphere, including biogas plants. Leaving the adjacent fields to Mill Lane sewage works free of 
development will allow its future alteration, adaptation and even expansion in order to conform to UK emissions laws and also take advantage of new technology to 
deal with human waste whilst mitigating climate change, without having to encroach upon yet more green space or necessitate the relocation of the works entirely;
• on recent walks along the public footpath adjacent to the proposed development site we have heard a Woodpecker bird tapping in a nearby tree. I do not know 
which type of Woodpecker it is, but if it is a Lesser Spotted they are red status and classed as endangered.

28/03/2021

Mr and Mrs P Harris 42, Hall Green, Malvern, 
WR14 3QX

We object strongly to the proposed easements off the Guarlford road for the following reasons:

1.	The Trust should consider the effect of the proposed easements on the natural aspect of the  land under its jurisdiction.

2.	MHT should be focusing on conserving the Commons and Hills, not selling off pieces of Common land to facilitate development on open countryside. In so doing, 
the remainder of the Common land will be subject to greater erosion issues and no longer available for the enjoyment and recreation of the public.

3.	MHT has a duty to protect the Commons and the Hills in equal measure, one part of their land should not be favoured over another.

4.	Any development that is facilitated by the two easements will substantially alter the views both to and from the Hills and is likely to precipitate further 
development.

5.	Development that would arise from these easement proposals are likely to have a serious detrimental impact on the Wildlife in the area, that no amount of 
mitigation measures can guard against.

6.	Such decisions should not be decided upon during a lockdown situation where it is very difficult to be able to notify all interested parties of possible actions that 
have the potential to irreversibly alter the historic and magnificent entrance into Malvern.

28/03/2021

Shirley and Martyn Lennard 39 Campion Drive We would like to register our objection to this plan for several reasons:

1. Sections of hedgerow on Mill Lane will have to be destroyed.
2. The character of Mill Lane would change completely.
3. The proposal will have an affect on the exceptional view on Guarlford Road.
4. Guarlford Road is a fast and dangerous road now, the number of serious accidents is testament to this. A development of this magnitude will hugely increase the 
volume of traffic on this road. Moving the 30 mile an hour limit will not address this.
5. One access road for a site this big is insufficient, the two other developments at the top end of Guarlford Road - Bluebell Close and Hastings estate - both have three 
access routes each.
6. Pedestrians from the proposed estate will have to cross a busy main road to get to shops, schools and other local amenities, and pedestrians using Mill Lane for 
recreation will also endure the increase in traffic.
7. As compulsory investors in Malvern Hills Trust, I don't understand why an organization that is supposed to maintain and conserve the beauty of Malvern is once 
again willing to sell off its assets. 

28/03/2021
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Conservators should be mindful of their duty to protect the natural aspect of the hills and commons for the enjoyment of local residents and precept payers. This is the 
main reason for the existence of the Conservators.

A walk along the common and down Mill Lane has already been spoilt by the loss of views across fields to the hills since the development off Charlock Road. Turning 
right at the end of Mill Lane takes you through new housing which was recently fields and trees. I suggest all Conservators Board members take this walk then cross to 
the left hand side of Mill Lane and follow the footpath round the sewage works and across the fields to the stile by the Green Dragon in Guarlford Road. This should 
bring home to them what would be sacrificed if permission is given for this easement. If this proposed development proceeds a walk down Mill Lane and round to the 
Green Dragon will have all the rural charm of a walk through any modern housing estate. Contrived green spaces and landscaping are a poor substitute for the real 
thing. Walking close by people's homes with cars and domestic noise is what walkers are seeking to escape and is a very different experience from a stroll down a 
country lane.

The new houses being completed to the west of Mill Lane are now clearly visible as you walk up both sides of Guarlford Road so this proposed new estate would spoil 
the semi-rural aspect even more. In addition, as with the Mill Lane development, any new houses are likely to be built on raised ground due to the flooding which 
currently affects that field and will overlook the back of the existing houses. Furthermore, the calm evening aspect of Guarlford Road with it's subdued lighting will be 
considerably changed by the domestic and street lighting from a new estate.

It is completely unrealistic for Malvern Hills Trust (Conservators) to pretend that they can't take into consideration the consequences of allowing this easement as the 
owner of this land has made absolutely clear their intention to build an estate of 180 dwellings. Indeed, the easement application form states 'If the easement relates 
to a new development or a change of use, please give as much detail as possible regarding the new development/new use in the box below (continue on a separate 
sheet if necessary)'. The information given appears to be all that would be needed for a planning application. Surely the Trust would only need to know the number of 
proposed dwellings for the purposes of collecting the appropriate application fee?

With the Government's policy of a presumption in favour of development, the local planning department would find it very difficult to reject a planning application for 
this proposal.

The Conservators must not be tempted by the substantial financial benefit that granting these easements would bring to the Trust, no amount of money can offset the 
aesthetic and environmental damage such a housing development would cause to Guarlford Road and the immediate surrounding area. Malvern Hills Trust's purpose 
and duty is to conserve the natural aspect of the hills and commons, not to allow the commons to be scarred by more tarmac and concrete.

Geraldine 12 coppice close Place full of natural habit which needs persevering.  Backward step in the drive to gain back aspects of countryside which we have closed. 28/03/2021

Hop Cottage, 17 Guarlford 
Road, Malvern

Robert Baker 28/03/2021
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Mr and Mrs H K Mercer Greengables, Clevelode Lane, 
Guarlford, Malvern WR13 6PA

We disagree very strongly with the proposed easements off the Guarlford road.

The impact of the two easements would allow major development to go ahead which would alter the most scenic approach into any town we have seen anywhere.

The increased traffic in the area with the resultant increased air pollution, noise and light pollution would be environmentally detrimental for the existing residents. 
Clevelode Lane, a narrow country road, is already used as a ‘rat run’ by cars, vans and heavy lorries too. The extra traffic would undoubtedly  make it even worse. 

The effect of the easements on the natural aspect of the area has to be considered.

Any development that emanates from allowing the easements would substantially alter the views to the Hills and most certainly would affect the view from the Hills 
too. 

Many of the issues involved in this easement proposal are very similar to those involved in the Chance Lane easement application from 2019.

The reputation of the Malvern Hills Trust would be adversely affected should the easement proposals go ahead as they should be focussed on conserving our open 
countryside (for which they are paid the precept)rather than being involved in its demise.

28/03/2021

Simon 62 Hall Green, Malvern 
Worcestershire WR14 3QX

This application should it be allowed will bring about a substantial development which will
Have a significant impact on the local ecology doing ireversable damage to the existing green fields and the local plants and wild animals.
Increase significantly the load on local infrastructure particularly an already busy road with a shocking safety record.
There is no proposed increase in the educational provision in the vicinity.
According to the local authority they do not need the development, want it nor indeed is it in the strategic plan for the area.
The application should be denied.
Simon Egerton  

26/03/2021

David Major 11 Lodge Drive Malvern It would appear that access is required for development of the field.  Refusal would presumably stop any such development. The Guarlford Road approach to  Malvern 
is beautiful and unique. Further development and increased traffic would have a detrimental effect.  Let us please hang onto this unique approach. I appreciate 
additional housing is needed but surely hundreds are planned for the area behind the Swan Public house?

26/03/2021

Shelagh Thorne 3 Chance Lane Dear Sirs
I am asking that you refuse this application, the development of this site would have a serious adverse impact both on the view from the Malvern Hills, in particular the 
Worcester Beacon, as well as from Wood Street which has some of the finest views from any of your sites.
Please do not underestimate how popular this area is with walkers and horse riders from far and wide, you would be doing the area a great disservice if you do not 
take this into consideration.
The Guarlford Road entrance into Malvern is the premier gateway to the Malvern Hills, it is  regularly used for glorious photographs including on your own website, 
please do not allow this to be ruined by granting this easement it is within your power to refuse.
The Guarlford Road is a very busy and fast road, it would be necessary to hand over a huge swathe of your precious common in order for any access to possibly be 
regarded as allowable, this must not be acceptable for you.
The issues raised by this application are very  similar to those of the hugely controversial application for easement from Chance Lane which was rejected unanimously 
by the trustees, please follow this precedent and reject this easement as well.
Kind regards  Shelagh Thorne

26/03/2021
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Clive Drew Whitborn Close, Malvern, 
WR14 2SP

The decision should be taken to a public meeting where the public can attend. The view along Guarlford Road has few visual detractions and to blight this historic 
approach to Malvern with this proposed easement would be to destroy the beautiful approach to Malvern. The application for an easement in Chance Lane was 
rejected, the reasons for rejecting the Chance Lane application surely are the same reasons this easement application should be rejected, so that the decision making 
process of a public body can be seen as consistent. The timing of this consultation is also unacceptable due to the COVID situation and that the Easter break falls within 
the consultation period. The consultation period should be put on hold until it is possible to hold a public meeting where the public can attend without any COVID 
restrictions on the number of people that can attend. I strongly suggest that the manner in which this consultation has come about is procedurally unfair for reasons 
set out above. Is it not correct that there is a Malvern Neighbourhood Development Plan in force and could the Trust and applicants please explain why it appears they 
haven’t told the public the Malvern Neighbourhood Development Plan excludes this site from housing.

26/03/2021

Eric Jakeman 84A Guarlford Road Malvern 
WR14 3QT

The Wayleave labelled 'Main Access' on the plan is unsatisfactory because firstly it involves paving over significant amounts of the commonland that makes the 
Guarlford Road an attractive approach to Malvern and makes an important contribution to the character of the Malvern area. Secondly, as shown in the more detailed 
plan, the road and the traffic that it conveys would completely dominate the environment and setting of the adjacent listed building (Bluebell Hall).

The Wayleave labelled 'Emergency access' would represent a totally new and extensive paved (or gravelled) road over Trust land and in my view is incompatible with 
their terms of reference.

26/03/2021

APPLICATION FOR EASEMENTS SERVING LAND ADJACENT TO MILL LANE, MALVERN

Public Consultation 19 March to 18 April 2021

Comments from P C Bottomley, 84 Guarlford Road, Malvern WR14 3QT
26th March 2021

This application, to significantly alter easements across the sensitive common land bordering the Guarlford Road, is a blatant attempt to pre-empt and subvert the 
processes of the South Worcestershire Development Plan (SWDP) Review.

The SWDP is not due to be published until April 2023 (under current plans) and before it is published 2 significant scrutinies have to occur - Publication Consultation: 
October-November 2021 and Independent Examination: May 2022-January 2023.

Therefore until April 2023 at least, the land in question (identified as CFS0905sc on the current SWDP maps [Ref 1] but see ** below) remains open, productive 
farmland and the voluminous "plans" presented with this application are mere speculation and conjecture which will have to be subject to the Malvern Hills District 
Council (MHDC) Planning processes.

Any granting of altered easements by the Malvern Hills Trust (the working name of the Malvern Hills Conservators) in this case would be premature, based on 
speculative information **, and would be seen as cooperating with this attempt to pre-empt and subvert the SWDP processes.

Turning to the requested easement alterations themselves:

1. Mill Lane. This is currently a narrow, private road serving just 5 houses, the Severn-Trent sewage plant and an area of farm buildings. In order to provide the sole 
primary access to a development of c. 180 dwellings the lane and its junction with the Guarlford Road will need to be massively widened and reconstructed resulting in 
loss of common land and detriment to the visual environment of the sensitive common land bordering the Guarlford Road.

P C Bottomley 84 Guarlford Road, Malvern 
WR14 3QT

26/03/2021
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2. "Emergency Access". This application represents a greater change to the status quo and consequently a greater adverse change to the nature and visual 
environment of the borders to the Guarlford Road. It is clear that a single access (Mill Lane) to a development of 180 dwellings is totally insufficient and would 
represent a safety problem if that access were blocked when emergency vehicles needed to attend an incident on the development. The applicants are suggesting that 
the current, rarely used, grass track going across the common to a farm field gate should be ripped up and replaced by a 3.7m wide and 39m long compacted gravel 
track for "emergency access". Such a track would already be a significant and detrimental change to the character of the common land bordering the Guarlford Road 
and would be much wider than MHT's own limit of 2.75m. However, there is nothing provided to show that such a proposal would be acceptable to MHDC Planning 
Services and the various Emergency Services. The surface proposed may not be sufficient for the weight of emergency vehicles such as fire engines and may 
deteriorate over time due to weather erosion. The proposal to edge the surface with softwood clearly has a very limited lifespan. For all these reasons it is likely that 
this route would need to be surfaced with more permanent and hence more visually detrimental material than "compacted gravel".

On this basis alone these easement alteration applications should NOT be granted.
However, there are wider implications of the proposed development which should also be of concern to MHT (as a Charity concerned with striving to "manage this 
land for the benefit of wildlife, the commoners, the local community and the hundreds of thousands of people who visit the Hills each year." [Ref 2] ) and should call 
into question the granting of these easements:
a. The SWDP Review [Ref 3] recognises that development on CFS0905sc would conflict with Policy MV1 of the August 2019 Malvern Town Neighbourhood Plan [Ref 4] 
as "Exceptional Key View Point #1" = KVP1 & KVP51 both lie on the Northern edge of CFS0905sc. The proposed development would also detrimentally affect the views 
from the Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and from other important MHT controlled land such as KVP24 on Ox Hill (Wood Lane).

b. The prescence of such a large estate would also be clearly visible from the Guarlford Road (KVR17 & Key Gateway 2) which is recognised as being one of the most 
sensitive and iconic routes leading to the Malvern Hills AONB. Such a change to the visual environment of the Guarlford Road would be detrimental. The impact during 
darkness hours of the light pollution caused would make it particularly noticeable.
c. There are 4 Listed Buildings located along the Northern edge of CFS0905sc which contribute to the character of the area. Development on CFS0905sc would 
dramatically and detrimentally affect the historic settings of 3 of these Listed Buildings which have had open common land to the front and open agricultural land to 
the rear since they were built.
d. CFS0905sc is currently open, productive farmland with an abundance of wild life and flora and fauna which would be adversely affected by such large scale 
development.
e. CFS0905sc has various water courses and ponds which would be disrupted by such a development with possible flooding and wild life impacts.
f. CFS0905sc is very close to the Severn-Trent Sewage Treatment Plant and entirely lies within the "Cordon Sanitaire" [Ref 5] around that plant. It is due North of the 
plant and is therefore directly in the path of the prevailing winds carrying offensive odours from the plant.
** p.s. it should be noted that the area of land shown in Application Document 13 "Sketch plan of site" [Ref 6] is actually larger than the area of land shown on SWDP 
CFS0905sc which does not extend southwards to the edge of the sewage plant and that Application Document 4 "Masterplan" [Ref 7] shows building on land which is 
not part of CFS0905sc and therefore would not be allowed.
Refs: [1] SWDP Map - http://swdp.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/default2.aspx [2] MHT's own website - http://malvernhills.org.uk/looking-after/malvern-hills-acts/ 
[3] SWDP SHELAA Site Assessments  - 
https://www.swdevelopmentplan.org/?option=com_fileman&view=file&routed=1&name=Malvern.pdf&folder=Documents%2FSouth%20Worcestershire%20Develop
ment%20Plan%2FSWDP%20Review%2FEvidence%20Base%2FSHELAA%2FSite%20Assessments&container=fileman-files [4] Malvern Town Neighbourhood Plan - 
https://www.malvernhills.gov.uk/malvern-town-neighbourhood-plan [5] http://malvern.devplan.org.uk/document.aspx?document=25&display=glossary&id=9 [6] 
Application Document 13 "Sketch plan of site" - 14-sketch-plan-of-site.pdf [7] Application Document 4 "Masterplan" - 4-4783_114_illustrative-masterplan-render-1.pdf

Stephen Fox 35 Cockshot Road, Malvern, 
WR14 2TT 

I strongly object to this proposal for the following reasons:
1. Any encroachment on common land must be rejected as a basic principle of protection 
2. This land which borders the main road is used as a footpath. I have run along this stretch frequently. Any access roads will prevent safe pedestrian use
3. Access routes for significant numbers of vehicles will negatively impact adjoining properties and create problems on the main road itself

26/03/2021
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Sue Potter 28 Murren Avenue, Malvern 
WR14 3QB

I am very against the proposal of developing this land off the Guarlford Road.  The area is used a lot by walkers and is full of diverse wildlife, including muntjack deer.  
Building on the land would definitely have a big environmental impact.  I think it is important to have an area of open land or green belt between Barnards Green and 
Guarlford too, otherwise Guarlford is in danger of being swallowed up as Malvern/Barnards Green spreads out even further.
And what about infrastructure? 
I live near to the St. Andrews road site which is under development but at least that is a brown field site.  Even so, there is no extra infrastructure to support the 200 or 
so houses being built.  One assumes that the existing shops, schools and doctors are supposed to mop up all the extra families coming to the area. It goes without 
saying that the same will happen if the Guarlford Road site is developed.  The same doctors, schools, shops etc as mentioned above will also be expected to support 
even more new families if the Guarlford Road site is developed.  
And anyway, who wants to live in a house built near to sewage works?
It is also my opinion that any so-called 'affordable' housing that is built in this are will be anything but affordable.  These won't be properties built for local young 
people trying to get onto the property ladder but will be aimed at the sort of income level that can afford to move into the area. 
There is enough development going on around Malvern, threatening the character and charm of the area, which is in danger of becoming just a huge collection of 
housing estates.  Please say 'no' to this development for the sake of those of us who already live here.  Please say 'no' to the easement.

25/03/2021

Michael Partridge 89, Guarlford Rd, Malvern  
WR14 3QU

I presume this application is by a potential developer aiming to acquire(?) and build on the land area indicated on the map.   I have been looking through the 
voluminous SWDP documentation, but the only item potentially relevant was SWDP52d " land adjacent to Mill Lane" for 63 dwellings, which presumably refers to the 
current development west and northwest of Mill lane.   Has this new development actually applied for or been granted planning permission?  
It is surprisingly close to the sewage works;  when I came to live here 40 odd years ago, whenever the wind was in the south we suffered smells of sewage, either 
directly from the works, or perhaps because it was being spread on the field.   Maybe processing has improved since then, as we do not suffer this annoyance now, but 
Guarlford Rd is quite a long way from this source, compared with the dwellings at the N end of the site.   
Mill lane is a bit narrow to accommodate the amount of traffic like to arise.   Would the emergency access route opposite my house be a paved roadway?
While I accept that new housing is necessary, and the plan includes retained and new woodland, I have little faith in a developer actually respecting this.  
Will the proposed houses be visible from Guarlford Rd, as they surely will from the hills and Wood Street?

25/03/2021
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Prescriptive Easements
When determining the application, the Trust has to consider the effect of the new easement on the natural aspect of any land under its jurisdiction. 
‘Please note MHT will not usually allow easements to be surfaced with tarmac and would normally limit the width of easements to 2.75 metres.’ 

1.	An easement is prescriptively: 2.75 metres (8.9 feet) wide; is not tarmacked but surfaced and maintained in a more natural state with grass, stone or soil. Tarmac 
would disturb the tranquil demeanour of the strips of common land over which the easements pass; in effect, it would be an eyesore, unsympathetic to the local 
character and history of the immediate area and out of place in the natural environment. 

2.	Granting two easements to one parcel of land would set a precedent for other applicants to do the same and with reasonable confidence of success. In the past, 
applicants with extensive roadside boundaries have been refused a second easement.

3.	Dwellings’ easements do not have ‘paving’ i.e pavements for pedestrians, as outlined in this application. Paving is the domain of public highways, not easements. 
Generally, easements granted by the Malvern Hills Conservators have parallel sides with ‘modest’ splayed ends, that restrict the amount of green common land that is 
camouflaged by a hard surface suitable for vehicles.  The amount of splay required by the applicant, as shown in their proposal, would destroy many square metres of 
the green common land that the local residents and precept payers have guarded, respected, cherished and used since time immemorial to the extent that its survival 
for posterity was enshrined in law in 1884. 

An Area of Sensitive Beauty
The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment carried out prior to the application contains the following information about the scenic beauty of the area in which the 
easement was applied. 

A study was carried out by ‘competent experts’ who factored in the local community’s opinions about which views are valuable and why, a ‘public call for favourite 
views.’ The categories used were ‘Exceptional’, ‘Special’ and ‘Representative’.

Key Gateway 2, the B4211 Guarlford Road, was graded Exceptional* and described as being ‘along historic approach to Malvern from east; high quality views KVR 17 
and very good representations of area’s distinctive landscape characteristics. Glimpses of Hills’ ridges and summits on skyline above trees, main view framed by 
avenue of mature trees along well-managed wide grass verges.’ Also described as having, ‘Several heritage assets and historic / cultural features along route including 
key buildings and Malvern Water feature.’ The water feature, an animal trough, is dated 1901 and reflects the rural, pastoral nature of this area. Guarlford Road also 
has six Grade II listed common-edge cottages and, opposite Mill Lane, on the north side of the B4211, is clear evidence of medieval ridge and furrow. 

*’Exceptional: A high / very high-quality view which reflects the best of the area’s characteristic elements, features and qualities. View is a very good representation of 
the area’s strong sense of place and / or local distinctiveness. Few or no visual detractors present in the view. View very accessible / widely enjoyed by local people.’ 

Taking into consideration the as yet unspoiled natural scenic beauty of this area of the Malvern Hills and commons, and reflecting the Malvern Hills Conservators’ usual 
style of easement, one easement of max 2.75m width, following the rectangular shape of neighbouring easements across common land and with modest splayed ends, 
surfaced with as natural materials as possible, is acceptable.

Shane Jackson 6 Campion Drive, Malvern, 
WR14 3SP 

I object this easement. The easement must “accommodate” the dominant land, which I feel this application does not do affecting wildlife, local residents, especially 
dog walkers! I also feel this will cause danger on such a fast road and will increase accidents and pollution. There is access via the bluebell turning already which should 
be used.  – the easement should not exist only for the personal benefit of the owner which I feel this application does. Thanks 

25/03/2021

Malcolm  Robinson 34 Geraldine Road I support this application for easements.
Such access is essential if this land is to be developed and the proposals seek to achieve this with a view to minimising the impact on the environment.

24/03/2021

Alexandra Pugh 23 Hastings road Malvern 
WR14 2SS 

I completely disagree with this idea. It is ruining the local wildlife areas and areas everyone has been able to enjoy. I throughly believe by allowing this you will be 
effecting the already damaged area and mental health of those already living in the area. 

23/03/2021

Cora Weaver 4 Hall Green 25/03/2021
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Steve Davies 70a Guarlford Rd I believe the easement should not be allowed as this will be another blot on the most iconic view to visitors to Malvern. 
I also would like to comment that an increase in housing in this area will have a detrimental affect on the open space and views for walkers and increased pollution 
from more houses/more cars and from the building works and building traffic. 
Furthermore, the Guarlford Road is a busy, high speed road and increasing the amount of traffic (including slower lorries etc required for development) could bring an 
increase of accidents and speeding. 
Since we moved here in 2018 there have been at least 3 severe accidents including the death of a motorcyclist and the speeding seen by the large majority of drivers 
could lead to an even more if traffic numbers increase. 

Finally, I will  add this, taken from the MHT website:
"We are the Malvern Hills Trust. We protect and manage the iconic Malvern Hills and Commons on behalf of the nation. Our work keeps this diverse landscape open to 
all and maintains its rich cultural and natural heritage."

Allowing yet more of the open areas of  Malvern to be developed, common land turned into access roads is not in keeping with who or what the Trust is supposed to 
do or be. 
Please do not allow this, there are more suitable areas that can be developed without impacting on the beautiful vista that the Guarlford Road allows us all. 

23/03/2021

Stuart and Brenda McLaughlan 1 Bluebell Close Malvern We always understood that the reason for the existence of the Malvern Hills Trust was to preserve the beautiful Malvern Hills and the common land owned by the 
Trust.
In this case it is being suggested that the common land is to be sold off, although it is called "easement ".
Eventually it will affect the beauty of the area as it is obvious that in years to come there will be the need for traffic lights along the Guarlford Road to  enable the 
residents of these housing estates to cross the traffic. The Guarlford Road and common land edges, provides  a beautiful entrance to the Hills and our lovely town, 
which could be protected by you. It could be ruined by short sightedness at this critical time.
We would be ashamed to think that we were on any committee that permitted that to happen on our watch!
Surely there must be other ways of raising money for the maintenance of the Hills, rather than selling the family silver! We appreciate the temptation of so much easy 
money must be very hard to resist.
We hope you will seriously reconsider any thought of "easement "

21/03/2021

Brian Philpotts 49 Lydes road Malvern wr14 
2by 

This should not happen lots of wildlife on this part of are country side plus Malvern doesn’t need more houses it needs better facilities as in schools shops open spaces 
to walk .

21/03/2021

Mary Irish Trefoil Close WR14 3ST Not more than three years ago many objections to opening up Mill Lane as a main thoroughfare for a new build entrance were debated and refused as the air, noise 
and light pollution, which would result from the vast increase in traffic, was bound to have a serious effect on the surrounding common, and impact the biodiversity of 
the area. Guarlford, like all Malvern’s commons, makes a positive contribution to the character and amenity of the area; a contribution that would be eroded should 
these wayleaves be granted. Those arguments still apply. The disruption of building work n this area is already destroying the quality of life for all. I would urge MHT to 
reject this application

21/03/2021

Richard Grant Spencer 11 Trefoil Close, Malvern, 
WR14 3ST

The setting for the two proposed wayleaves is on, arguably, the most beautiful approach into Malvern, i.e. the Guarlford Road.  This unique landscape, characterised 
by its wide verges, adds to a sense of openness and space in relation to existing dwellings; and forms part of a network of open spaces that contribute to the distinctive 
form and character of the Malvern area. Indeed, the Neighbourhood plan, only adopted in June 2019, identified Guarlford Road as a Key Gateway to Malvern, and a 
special viewpoint, with the picturesque view of the Hills in the background.

The existing approach to Mill Lane, although metaled, is really only a superior farm track. The proposal is to upgrade to a full public highway, with a 2m wide foot path 
each side, and a 5.5m wide carriageway, including the usual highways surface fittings and adjacent lighting columns. The air, noise and light pollution, which would 
result from the vast increase in traffic, is bound to have a serious effect on the surrounding common, and impact the biodiversity of the area.

Guarlford, like all Malvern’s commons, makes a positive contribution to the character and amenity of the area; a contribution that would be eroded should these 
wayleaves be granted.  I would urge MHT to reject this application.

21/03/2021
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Judy Gibson 39 Geraldine Roaf I object in the strongest terms to MHT granting this easement because:
- as the supporting documents confirm it will have a significant and negative impact on the views and natural aspect from the hills, not least because this is likely to 
open up a chain of development on the eastern fringes of Malvern all of which is clearly visible from the hills
- the easement will significantly increase traffic along Mill Lane including where it passes over the common at Guarlford affecting both the visual aspect and the degree 
to which the public can have unimpeded access and use of those commons
- the proposed development which the easement will enable will have an adverse impact on the visual amenity of Guarlford commons with 180 two storey houses 
planned

Most importantly this application raises identical issues to those in the Chance Lane easement application which was quite properly refused. MHT confirmed that 
discussions of the trustees in the public meeting amounted to their reasons for refusal. Those majored on the adverse visual impact on the hills and commons of the 
development which would be facilitated. Whilst it is deeply regrettable that as a public body MHT failed (when invited by me) to record those reasons in writing, they 
remain binding on MHT and the discussion was witnessed by 100s of local people. To reach a different conclusion on this application would be irrational and so 
inconsistent  that wit would leave MHT open to legal challenge with the likelihood of  success and significant reputational damage

This decision should be taken at a public meeting at which  the public can physically attend. It should be deferred until this can take place. This application has wider 
implications for future applications and even greater negative impact on the. Hills and commons in the care of MHT for the benefit of future generations.

Please email me a full copy of these representations as this clunky mode of collection means I have no other r record of it.

21/03/2021

Paul Strange 18 Chance Lane, Malvern, 
WR14 3QZ

I object to the easement proposal as it will facilitate yet another chunk of beautiful countryside to be swallowed up for bland 'profit box' housing and will further 
increase the urban sprawl and despoil this beautiful natural setting. Doubtless, Malvern Hills Trust will claim that the granting of the easement is separate to the 
granting of planning permission, but they are clearly aware that, with this land being on the SWDP, a successful easement application will make this development a 
certainty. MHT have a moral duty to reject the application. Apart from the amenity and habitat loss, concreting over this land will increase the chance of local flooding. 
This risk will increase in years to come due to climate change. The housing development will also be clearly visible from the Hills. There will be increased traffic and 
litter on the already busy Guarlford Road and through the interconnecting lanes. I object strongly. MHT has the opportunity to say NO to this development, preserve 
the natural environment and deter other developers who will be hatching further land grabs if this development is allowed to proceed.

20/03/2021

Keith Williams 6 Teme Avenue Malvern 
Worcs W 2XA

This access is totally inappropriate for at present a well lined avenue of trees looking up to the hills would be completely change the environmental aspect.
 Such access to so many properties envisaged would then require a public pathway to be built and laid all along that side of the road as there is NONE at present 
.Children could not be expected or adults to cross a busy highway and then cross back again to get to school or the shops.
Also access would then be requires across the common land for electricity, gas and water and sewerage? Where are those services going to be put in?
Traffic increase in volume and air pollution along the main highway would be detremental.to the area.
How on earth with all the development going on in Malvern is the present sewage works able to continue to work  on its present site without increasing its capacity 
and then requiring further additional land to build more treatment plant on?

20/03/2021

Tom Beard 10 Berry Close, Powick, Stop chucking up housing estates on farmland. They continue to ruin the character of Malvern and just contribute to more traffic problems. Worcestershire planners 
are some of the worst I have come across. Just look at the Carrington Bridge! None of the buildings are in-keeping as is required in the Cotwalds for instance. Look at 
city planners in Cardiff if you want to understand what good planning is all about. They have built huge areas of nice flats for first time buyers with a wall and gate 
secured big garden area for children to play in. Malvern planners just build on public space. Stop this madness. 

20/03/2021

Philip Horne 31 Hall Green Close. Malvern 
WR14 3QY

This development will blight the only approach road to Malvern that is not already over developed. The safety aspects of allowing traffic to enter onto  Guarlford Road 
alone should be reason enough to refuse this application. If the easement is granted it will only lead to further development along this stretch of road and adjoining 
fields. Utilise the existing brown field sites and improve the infrastructure before this is even considered. It is your duty to refuse this application and protect the 
Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

20/03/2021
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Tracy Brookes 4 Trefoil Close, Malvern 
WR14 3ST

This is so sad, I love walking around this area, wood street and the surrounding countryside is beautiful at the moment but is slowly being eroded. Please consider this 
when looking at these applications. You are making this area less attractive by the year.
I live close to the recently constructed development at Charlock Road and I understood the mill lane access was discarded as unsuitable for this development so access 
was agreed off charlock road which means the lorries and cars had to go through the estate. What on earth can possibly have changed in order to make this now 
acceptable? The charlock development has been subjected to all the flooding we expected and said would happen, and the attenuation pond is already full. This is 
without anyone even living on the estate yet!! 
I will wholeheartedly object to any further development in this area and will also vote against any party that agrees it.

19/03/2021

Howard & Anne Ashford 56 Guarlford Road WR14 3QP Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment. Site Context 3:2 Makes no mention of the access for No 56 Guarlford Road onto proposed new sweep of Mill Lane. We believe 
that it will be extremely dangerous for us turning out so close to the junction of a major development and Guarlford Road. This new access for the proposed 
development of some 180 dwellings will have a visible impact on the tree lined approach into Malvern. Its close proximity to an old established tree will have a 
detrimental effect on its root system. Mill Lane is currently used by both large agricultural vehicles and tankers going to and from Severn Trent sewerage treatment 
works. This and all the traffic generated by the proposed development will be turning either onto or off a road notorious for speeding. We are concerned that this 
proposal represents the start of urbanization down to Guarlford village and for these reasons we object to the easement.

19/03/2021

Mark Johnstone Bakehouse Barn, Morton 
Green, Welland

Both easements being applied for appear proportionate and relevant to the needs of the development. 
The direct impact on land under the jurisdiction of the Malvern Hills Trust, whilst substantial given it involves the tarmac'ing of the path, it represents only a very small 
area of land and is, to a great extent land, already effected by the original easement right. 
The Malvern Hills Trust should not use it's veto of grant of easement across ransom strips it has jurisdiction over to frustrate the development process managed by the 
Local Authority where it would be disproportionate to do so. 
The relative negative impact on the Malvern Trust's land from granting the extension to the easement right applied for is clearly far less than the overall benefit to the 
community of an approved development if the LA should pass it and to block the development by this method would be disproportionate.

19/03/2021
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